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ABSTRACT The forced oscillation technique can identify expiratory flow limitation (EFL) when a large

difference in inspiratory and expiratory reactance (DXrs) occurs. However, flow limitation can vary from

breath to breath, and so we compared a multiple-breath DXrs approach to the traditional breath-by-breath

assessment of EFL. We investigated the within- and between-day reproducibility and the factors that affect

the size of DXrs when used as a continuous measurement over multiple breaths. In addition, we examined

how multiple-breath DXrs relates to the sensation of breathlessness.

425 moderate to very severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients and 229 controls

were included. Spirometry and impedance measurements were performed on a MasterScope CT Impulse

Oscillation System.

Median DXrs approached zero in healthy controls with little variation between measurements. COPD

patients generally had higher DXrs and higher variability. The COPD patients with DXrs .0.1 kPa?L-1?s-1

were prone to be more breathless and had a higher modified Medical Research Council dyspnoea scale

score. In controls, the 95th percentile of DXrs was as low as 0.07 kPa?L-1?s-1.

We describe a new method to assess EFL at a patient level and propose a cut-off, mean DXrs

.0.1 kPa?L-1?s-1, as a way to identify COPD patients who are more likely to report dyspnoea.
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Introduction
The hallmark of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is the presence of expiratory flow

limitation (EFL) during a forced expiratory manoeuvre [1], and as the disease progresses, EFL is frequently

present during resting tidal breathing [2]. In these circumstances, expiratory flow cannot increase,

irrespective of the activity of the expiratory muscles [3, 4]. Greater expiratory flow can only be achieved by

increasing the operating lung volume, shifting end-expiratory lung volume towards the total lung capacity

[5]. Hyperinflation of the lungs may improve airflow, but it comes at the cost of increased inspiratory work

and may also impair inspiratory muscle function [6]. These mechanical properties of breathing are thought

to contribute to the sensation of dyspnoea [7, 8], and some have suggested that the occurrence of EFL

during tidal breathing is a better indicator of dyspnoea than spirometric measurement [9].

Although a number of techniques has been designed to identify tidal EFL, it is not routinely measured in

clinical practice [2, 10–13]. Disadvantages in many of these techniques preventing more widespread use are

that they are invasive, time-consuming, technically demanding, use bulky equipment or they need post-test

analysis, such as visual inspection of flow/volume curves.

Tidal EFL can be detected by the forced oscillation technique (FOT) [14, 15]. In patients with EFL, collapse

of peripheral airways in expiration prevents the oscillatory pressure signal from reaching the alveoli. Instead,

it is reflected from the stiffer airway walls proximal to the site of obstruction, resulting in a pronounced

decrease in the expiratory reactance with a widening of the within-breath reactance difference (DXrs). A

similar negative spike in reactance occurs normally at very low lung volumes approaching closing volume

[16]. FOT uses an empirically defined cut-off in DXrs to define whether an individual breath is flow limited,

thereby simplifying interpretation and eliminating observer bias [14, 15]. While this method accurately

defines EFL on an individual breath, there is evidence that flow limitation varies between breaths, possibly

reflecting spontaneous fluctuation in end-expiratory lung volume [14]. To date, we lack data from large

numbers of patients examining the individual reproducibility of a patient-based measure of EFL over time

and considering how such an index relates to clinical outcomes.

We addressed this issue by examining data collected as part of large, multicentre, prospective trial

(Evaluation of COPD Longitudinally to Identify Predictive Surrogate Endpoints (ECLIPSE)) with

additional patients recruited from our clinical catchment area [17]. Multiple previous publications have

come from the total ECLIPSE dataset, including a report of the overall oscillatory mechanics data [18].

However, no previous analysis of partitioned oscillatory mechanics has been presented.

We propose that averaging DXrs over multiple breaths will reduce variability associated with a single breath

assessment of the patient’s flow limitation status. This is somewhat different from the previously described

breath-by-breath EFL definition, but represents a longer timeframe that is in line with the current European

Respiratory Society (ERS) task force recommendations of FOT measurements. To evaluate our multiple-

breath DXrs approach, we explored measurement properties of this way of evaluating EFL in COPD patients

and controls. We looked at within- and between-day reproducibility, and at factors affecting size of

multiple-breath DXrs. In addition, we examined how the intensity of breathlessness relates to multiple-

breath DXrs-defined EFL.

Methods
Study population
The ECLIPSE study was a 3-year, observational, case–control study performed between 2006 and 2010.

Design and entry criteria of the ECLIPSE study have previously been described [17]. Our site, Haukeland

University Hospital, Bergen, Norway, contributed 400 COPD patients and 147 smoking controls. Initially,

we had no nonsmoking controls; therefore, an additional 46 nonsmoking and 36 smoking controls were

added, as well as 25 COPD patients. All additional study subjects met the ECLIPSE entry criteria but were

not called in at all visits; the nonsmoking controls completed baseline assessment only. In brief, test subjects

(age 40–74 years) consisted of 425 stable COPD patients (post-bronchodilator forced expiratory volume in

1 s (FEV1) ,80% predicted, FEV1/forced vital capacity (FVC) ratio ,70% and a smoking history

o10 pack-years), 183 smoking controls (FEV1 .85% pred, FEV1/FVC .70% and o10 pack-years) and 46

nonsmoking controls (FEV1 .85% pred, FEV1/FVC .70% and ,1 pack-year). The controls had no other

significant diseases identified. All participants received written and oral information prior to inclusion, and

signed informed consent was retrieved.

Data collection
Participants attended the centre on eight occasions: baseline, 3 and 6 months, then half-yearly for a total of

3 years. Stable COPD was the target of the study. If a COPD patient had ongoing exacerbation at the time of

a visit, the visit was rescheduled. In the clinic, breathlessness was assessed using the modified Medical
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Research Council (mMRC) dyspnoea scale score. As a measure of health impairment, the St George’s

Respiratory Questionnaire for COPD patients (SGRQ-C) was used [19]. Use of medication was noted.

Blood gases were analysed and 6-min walking test (6MWT) performed according to American Thoracic

Society guidelines [20]. We report arterial oxygen partial pressure and 6-min walking distance from the

baseline visit. Results from the 6MWT in the ECLIPSE study have previously been published [21].

Pulmonary function tests
Both pre- and post-bronchodilator measurements of spirometry and FOT were carried out at each visit

using a MasterScope CT Impulse Oscillation System (IOS) (Jaeger, Hoechberg, Germany). In this article,

only the post-bronchodilator measurements are described and FEV1 % pred was determined using local

reference values [22]. Whole-body plethysmography measurement of lung volume and its subdivisions was

made at baseline, and visits 4, 6, and 8. All pulmonary function tests met international standards [23–25].

Pulmonary impedance (FOT) was measured with the subject seated, with their cheeks supported and

wearing a nose clip. Each subject performed three acceptable IOS measurements over 30 s of tidal-volume

breathing. Acceptability was determined on site by the technician in accordance with the criteria proposed

by the 2003 ERS task force [24]. This involved visual inspection of the patient while performing the

measurements and a review of the flow impedance tracings. We report both whole-breath and partitioned

(inspiratory and expiratory) values for the following parameters: resistance at 5 Hz (Rrs5), reactance at 5 Hz

(Xrs5) and the resonant frequency (fres). In addition, we report DXrs calculated as the mean Xrs5 during

inspiration minus the mean Xrs5 during expiration averaged over the sampling period, a multiple-breath

approach. A subsequent version of the JLAB software (version 5.22; VIASYS Healthcare GmbH, Hoechberg,

Germany) calculates a breath-by-breath difference in inspiratory minus expiratory Xrs5, which is then

averaged over the sampling period. Agreement between our multiple-breath DXrs and the breath-by-breath

DXrs was tested by recalculating 50 of our measurements selected at increasing levels of DXrs in an upgrade

of the IOS software, JLAB 5.22 (fig. 1).

Data analyses
Results are shown as mean or median and standard deviation or interquartile range. SPSS Statistics (version

20; IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for statistical analysis. To evaluate the compatibility between

multiple-breath and breath-by-breath DXrs measurements, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was

calculated. Assessment of repeatability was performed using the coefficient of variation for Rrs5 and fres.

Within-day repeatability for DXrs is shown in a modified Bland–Altman plot and reproducibility over time

in a timeline plot over the eight-visit/3-year period for smoking controls and COPD patients.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to illustrate the ability of DXrs and FEV1 to

discriminate dyspnoea at various thresholds. A binary classifier was created from the mMRC dyspnoea scale

score using a cut-off at o2, in line with the empirical clinical threshold suggested in the recent update of the
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FIGURE 1 Analysis of reactance difference (DXrs) measured by subtracting expiratory from inspiratory reactance from
multiple breaths on the vertical axis versus the averaged breath-by-breath measurements on the horizontal axis. Intraclass
correlation coefficient: 0.983.
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Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) report [1]. Correlation between the DXrs

variables was tested by Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.

Results
Baseline characteristics
Baseline characteristics of the healthy subjects and COPD patients are shown in table 1. The mean FEV1 in

the 229 healthy subjects was 3.4 L (97% pred). The COPD patients ranged from moderate to very severe:

FEV1 42%, 44%, and 14% pred in GOLD grades 2–4, respectively. Cases and controls were well matched for

height. COPD patients were lighter, particularly those with very severe disease. The healthy smokers were

significantly younger than the COPD patients (p,0.001), while healthy nonsmokers were not significantly

different (table 1). Healthy subjects reported little dyspnoea on the mMRC scale and had median SGRQ-C

within the normal range. Indices of pulmonary hyperinflation worsened across the GOLD grades while

mean arterial oxygen tension fell from 10.8 kPa in the controls to 8.6 kPa in COPD patients with severe

disease.

Validation of multiple-breath DXrs methodology
Figure 1 presents the mean of a 30-s multiple-breath DXrs analysis plotted against a recalculated breath-by-

breath measurement from the same sampling period from 50 measurements from our sample chosen in

ascending order. The ICC was 0.983 and there was no evidence of an effect of baseline value on the degree of

agreement.

Baseline respiratory impedance data
Table 2 summarises the impedance measurements. Controls had a median Rrs5 of 0.29 kPa?L-1?s-1, median

Xrs5 of -0.08 kPa?L-1?s-1 and median fres of 11.7 Hz, with little variation between inspiratory and expiratory

measurements, and DXrs close to zero with a 95th percentile ,0.07 kPa?L-1?s-1. In COPD patients, median

Rrs5 ranged from 0.42 to 0.49 kPa?L-1?s-1 across the GOLD grades, median Xrs5 from -0.15 to

-0.40 kPa?L-1?s-1 and median fres from 17.2 to 23.6 Hz. For our target FOT parameter DXrs, the median

TABLE 1 Baseline characteristics

Controls COPD

Nonsmoking Smoking GOLD 2 GOLD 3 GOLD 4

Subjects n 46 183 179 186 60
Age years 61¡8 53¡8 62¡7 64¡7 64¡6
Height cm 173¡9 172¡9 171¡8 170¡9 171¡8
Weight kg 78¡13 78¡14 76¡18 74¡18 69¡19
BMI kg?m-2 26¡3 26¡4 26¡5 25¡5 24¡5
Smoking pack-years median

(IQR)
27 (17–39) 35 (23–50) 37 (24–50) 38 (25–55)

PaO2
# kPa 10.7¡1.1 10.8¡1.2 9.6¡1.1 9.2¡1.0 8.6¡1.1

6MWD# m 462¡93 414¡105 338¡128
Symptoms mean (IQR)

mMRC# dyspnoea scale score 0.1 (0–0) 0.2 (0–0) 1.1 (0–2) 1.7 (1–2) 2.3 (1.75–3)
SGRQ-C# score 3 (0–5) 5 (2–9) 34 (19–51) 44 (30–59) 56 (49–68)

Spirometry
FEV1 L 3.3¡0.7 3.4¡0.7 1.9¡0.4 1.3¡0.3 0.8¡0.2
FEV1 % pred 100¡10 97¡9 60¡6 40¡5 25¡4
FVC L 4.1¡0.9 4.4¡0.9 3.6¡0.9 3.2¡0.9 2.6¡0.8

Plethysmography
TLC# L 6.5¡1.3 6.5¡1.3 7.0¡1.4 7.2¡1.4 7.8¡1.3
IC# L 3.3¡0.8 3.3¡0.8 2.8¡0.8 2.4¡0.7 2.0¡0.6
RV# L 2.1¡0.5 1.8¡0.6 2.8¡0.9 3.4¡0.9 4.5¡1.0

Data are presented as mean¡ SD unless otherwise stated. n5654. COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease; GOLD: Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; BMI: body mass index; IQR: interquartile
range; PaO2: arterial oxygen tension; 6MWD: 6-min walking distance; mMRC: modified Medical Research
Council; SGRQ-C: St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire for COPD patients; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in
1 s; FVC: forced vital capacity; TLC: total lung capacity; IC: inspiratory capacity; RV: residual volume.
#: analysis restricted to patients with complete data.
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was 0.04 kPa?L-1?s-1 in GOLD grade 2, 0.11 kPa?L-1?s-1 in GOLD grade 3 and 0.26 kPa?L-1?s-1 in GOLD

grade 4. The mean individual coefficient of variation for Rrs5 and fres ranged from 4.0% to 6.4%, which is

acceptable by ERS recommendations [24].

Stability of patient-level DXrs classification at baseline and over time
At baseline, controls had mean DXrs values clustered around zero (fig. 2a). A somewhat higher individual

standard deviation was found in smoking than in nonsmoking controls. The COPD patients had

considerably higher DXrs variability at baseline, both for mean values and individual standard deviation,

and a higher variability was found with increasing severity of disease. Patients with DXrs .0.1 kPa?L-1?s-1 in

GOLD grades 2 and 3 had a significant higher use of b2-agonists; in GOLD grade 3, the use of theophylline

was also significantly higher between the groups (online supplementary material). Mean DXrs in smoking

controls was plotted over time (fig. 2b). DXrs measurements in controls remained low over time. 17

controls showed less stability by crossing the threshold DXrs of 0.1 kPa?L-1?s-1 on one or more of the visits.

In this group with abnormal DXrs, significantly higher mean body mass index (BMI) was found than among

TABLE 2 Pulmonary impedance measurements at baseline

Controls COPD CV# %

Nonsmoking Smoking GOLD 2 GOLD 3 GOLD 4

Subjects n 46 183 179 186 60
Rrs5 kPa?L-1?s-1 0.28 (0.47) 0.29 (0.48) 0.42 (0.67) 0.46 (0.73) 0.49 (0.72) 5.3

Insp 0.27 (0.47) 0.27 (0.43) 0.37 (0.57) 0.42 (0.63) 0.45 (0.60) 5.8
Exp 0.30 (0.53) 0.31 (0.52) 0.44 (0.70) 0.47 (0.75) 0.47 (0.78) 6.4

Xrs5 kPa?L-1?s-1

median (fifth
percentile)

-0.07 (-0.16) -0.08 (-0.18) -0.15 (-0.42) -0.26 (-0.54) -0.40 (-0.66)

Insp -0.08 (-0.14) -0.08 (-0.15) -0.14 (-0.23) -0.18 (-0.33) -0.24 (-0.46)
Exp -0.07 (-0.18) -0.07 (-0.22) -0.17 (-0.54) -0.31 (-0.70) -0.51 (-0.88)

DXrs

kPa?L-1?s-1
-0.01 (0.04) -0.01 (0.07) 0.04 (0.37) 0.11 (0.51) 0.26 (0.66)

fres Hz 12.0 (16.0) 11.5 (16.4) 17.2 (24.8) 20.0 (27.5) 23.6 (31.2) 4.0
Insp 10.9 (15.1) 10.3 (15.5) 16.5 (22.4) 18.8 (25.7) 21.5 (29.8) 4.1
Exp 12.3 (17.9) 12.3 (17.8) 17.7 (26.5) 20.4 (28.4) 24.4 (31.2) 5.1

Data are presented as median (95th percentile) unless otherwise stated. n5654. COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GOLD: Global
Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease; CV: coefficient of variation; Rrs5: resistance at 5 Hz; Insp: inspiratory; Exp: expiratory; Xrs5:
reactance at 5 Hz; DXrs: difference between Insp and Exp values of Xrs5; fres: resonant frequency. #: mean over three measurements.
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the rest of the controls (30 versus 26 kg?m-2, p,0.001). Though many COPD patients had DXrs

measurements comparable to those of the smoking controls, high values were common and those with

high values tended to continue to have high values over time (fig. 2c).

Relationship of DXrs with baseline characteristics in the whole population and among COPD patients
DXrs correlated with most parameters, but not sex; consequently, we report our results pooled, with men

and women combined (table 3). The age correlation was considered to be an effect of selection bias, as the

smoking controls were younger than the COPD patients and because no such correlation was found when

compared with the more closely matched nonsmoking controls.

The strongest relationship was seen with the spirometric variables, especially FEV1, although significant

associations were seen in the COPD patients with walking distance and health status. BMI showed a

stronger association with DXrs in the COPD patients than the group as a whole. The relationship between

the distribution of DXrs and deciles of FEV1 % pred is shown in figure 3a and b, and the relationships

between baseline DXrs and FEV1/FVC and inspiratory capacity (IC)/total lung capacity (TLC) ratio in cases

and controls are shown in figure 3c and d. In COPD patients, considerable variation was seen in the mean

DXrs within any FEV1 stratum, although the group median DXrs increased as FEV1 % pred declined

(fig. 3a). In healthy controls (fig. 3b), DXrs measurements exceeding 0.1 kPa?L-1?s-1 were very rare. Similar

variability was seen when data were expressed relative to lung volumes and FEV1/FVC, with many

individuals having low ratios (fig. 3d) and low IC/TLC values still not exhibiting flow limitation over

multiple breaths (fig. 3c).

Physiological predictors of breathlessness
The threshold value for breathlessness, DXrs 0.1 kPa?L-1?s-1 (high DXrs) gave the most balanced result with

the highest composite sensitivity and specificity (sensitivity 64%, specificity 72%) (fig. 4a). At 95%

specificity, the corresponding DXrs value was 0.26 kPa?L-1?s-1 (area under the curve (AUC) 0.70). The ROC

curve constructed using FEV1 was almost identical with regards to sensitivity, specificity and AUC (fig. 4b).

COPD patients with high DXrs reported significantly higher mMRC score at all GOLD grades: p50.002 in

GOLD 2, and p,0.001 in GOLD 3 and 4 (fig. 5).

TABLE 3 Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient of reactance difference

Parameter COPD and controls# COPD"

Correlation p-value Correlation p-value

Age years 0.313 ,0.001 0.057 NS

Height cm -0.145 ,0.001 -0.150 ,0.001
Weight kg 0.045 NS 0.171 ,0.001
Sex 0.022 NS -0.039 NS

BMI kg?m-2 0.138 ,0.001 0.289 ,0.001
Smoking+ pack-years 0.234 ,0.001 0.076 NS

PaO2
+ kPa -0.452 ,0.001 -0.260 ,0.001

6MWD+ 0.324 ,0.001
mMRC dyspnoea

scale score+
0.530 ,0.001 0.362 ,0.001

SGRQ-C score+ 0.561 ,0.001 0.353 ,0.001
FEV1 L -0.632 ,0.001 -0.444 ,0.001
FEV1 % pred -0.635 ,0.001 -0.437 ,0.001
FVC L -0.423 ,0.001 -0.284 ,0.001
FEV1/FVC -0.595 ,0.001 -0.321 ,0.001
IC+ L -0.321 ,0.001 -0.136 ,0.001
RV+ L 0.478 ,0.001 0.226 ,0.001

p-values are one-tailed. COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; BMI: body mass index; PaO2: arterial
oxygen tension; 6MWD: 6-min walking distance; mMRC: modified Medical Research Council; SGRQ-C: St
George’s Respiratory Questionnaire for COPD patients; FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; FVC: forced vital
capacity; IC: inspiratory capacity; RV: residual volume; NS: nonsignificant. #: n5654; ": n5425; +: analysis
restricted to patients with complete data.
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Discussion
The measurement of lung mechanics noninvasively during tidal breathing without the need to perform

specific respiratory manoeuvres offers obvious clinical attractions. However, it has not been widely adopted

in adult medicine due to uncertainties about the clinical utility and generalisability of these measurements.

Our data confirm good between-test reproducibility of a range of oscillometric indices in a large COPD

population and presents data about the degree of EFL during tidal breathing, measured over multiple

breaths. Our measurements distinguished control subjects from those with COPD, worsened as lung

mechanics became more impaired and identified individuals more likely to report significantly greater

degree of breathlessness. These data have implications for how we interpret both oscillometric lung

mechanics and symptom intensity in COPD.

Our analysis required us to partition inspiratory and expiratory lung mechanics. For most of our

measurements, we only had mean inspiratory and expiratory data. However, in a subset of COPD patients,

the breath-by-breath DXrs readings were retrieved and compared with our multiple-breath measurements.

No systematic disagreements were observed between the two methods. Our approach differs from previous
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reports of data on tidal EFL where EFL has been defined on an individual-breath basis and where relatively

few breaths have been recorded [14, 15]. As is clear from inspection of previously published data [14, 15],

the end-expiratory lung volume varies from breath to breath; hence, not all breaths will exhibit tidal flow

limitation on all occasions [15, 26]. A threshold DXrs of 0.28 kPa?L-1?s-1 identifies EFL on individual breaths

and can be used to determine whether a COPD patient is predominantly flow limited or not. Our data,

however, represent a continuous spectrum, with the disadvantage that values beyond the critical threshold

may not be linearly related to the total number of flow-limited breaths, but could be influenced by the effort

involved in specific breaths. Nonetheless, we believe our data have utility, given their strong correlation with

many clinical parameters.

The reproducibility of our resting impedance data was comparable to values reported previously for

oscillometry averaging mechanics over the respiratory cycle. Our data showed comparable short-term

reproducibility for the Rrs5 data irrespective of the phase of respiration in which it was measured [24]. High

DXrs values were essentially absent from healthy controls, with little variation between measurements. A

previous study at our site found similar results in a healthy elderly population aged .70 years [27], while a

study by DE BISSCHOP et al. [28] using the negative expiratory pressure technique reported that 32–38% of

healthy elderly subjects (.80 years) had flow-limited breaths. Though differences in entry criteria might

partly explain this disagreement, multiple-breath measurements inevitably smooth the results. If a test

subject is flow limited during one breath but not the following breath, the resulting mean over several

breaths will lower the DXrs to the point where it might fall under the detection level.
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FIGURE 4 Receiver operating characteristic curves illustrating the performance of a) reactance difference (DXrs) and
b) forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) in estimating presence of breathlessness in chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease patients as the discrimination threshold is varied. AUC: area under the curve.
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FIGURE 5 Distribution of the modified Medical Research Council (mMRC) dyspnoea scale score in Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease grade
a) 2, b) 3 and c) 4 with low and high reactance difference (DXrs), defined by the threshold of 0.1 kPa?L-1?s-1. Low DXrs: a) n5117, b) n580 and c) n512; high
DXrs: a) n538, b) n596 and c) n546.
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COPD patients with high DXrs had more variation between measurements. This may be due to differing

degrees of effort during tidal breathing on different occasions or changes in operating lung volume.

Although the mean value varied, relatively few individuals moved from a value above our critical threshold

to one below that value. We saw a progressive increase in median DXrs across GOLD grades driven by

decreasing expiratory Xrs5 values, reflecting the impact of EFL [14, 15]. Total reactance data in COPD was

largely driven by change in the expiratory Xrs5 values. COPD patients had lower IC than controls, decreasing

with increasing severity of disease (table 1), and a strong correlation was found between Xrs5 and IC

(table 3). A previous study by DIAZ et al. [29] found reduced IC was predicted to separate clearly between

EFL and non-EFL COPD patients. In our study, a considerable overlap was seen across a wide range of IC/

TLC and FEV1/FVC ratios (fig. 3c and d), but as a group, COPD patients with high DXrs had lower IC/TLC

ratio that those with low DXrs measurements (fig. 3c). Obese subjects are known to experience flow-limited

breaths [30], and as expected, a strong correlation was confirmed between DXrs and BMI (table 3). The

small number of controls with a high DXrs in this study had significantly higher BMI. We suspect that a

considerable proportion of the abnormal DXrs measurements found in controls with only moderate

spirometric impairment could be attributed to flow-limited breaths in obese test subjects.

Taken together with the greater spontaneous variability in mean DXrs in COPD, these data suggest that end-

expiratory lung volume is dynamically regulated, possibly to avoid persistent tidal EFL where possible.

Further studies will be needed to understand the extent of this variability and the degree to which variation

in abdominal muscle activity during expiration contributes to it.

Measuring reactance over multiple breaths retrieves information from a longer time span than breath-by-

breath measurements, and aberrations in breathing pattern occurring within an individual breath are

averaged over the entire measurement period, yielding a more stable measurement. Reactance spikes from

EFL breaths in COPD patients increase the measurement, while in the healthy control group, a very low

DXrs was found.

Multiple-breath DXrs was similar to FEV1 in its ability to identify breathlessness, defined as having an

mMRC score o2, using ROC curve analysis (fig. 4). However, these data are, to a degree, complementary,

as we found that COPD patients with high DXrs reported significantly higher mMRC scores across all

GOLD grades. Consequently, we suggest that DXrs can be used as a marker for the subjective feeling of

dyspnoea, adding information beyond spirometry on its own.

Our data have some limitations. EFL is a binary state whereas the mean value of DXrs is a continuous

variable reflecting both the number of flow-limited breaths recorded and the degree of reactance change

across the breath. A clear understanding of the significance of the latter term is lacking. Our data may be

considered as a way to define patients in whom flow limitation is likely to be present and who empirically

fall beyond data seen in healthy subjects. Furthermore, detailed comparisons of the number of flow-limited

breaths and their relationship to the mean DXrs would be helpful. Similarly, a measurement of IC made

when the measurements were recorded would help track changes in end-expiratory lung volume, which

could also contribute to between-day variability.

DXrs was close to zero in healthy controls, with little within- and between-day variability. COPD patients

tended to have higher DXrs values than the controls and more variation between measurements. COPD

patients with values exceeding those found in healthy individuals were prone to have higher mMRC scores at

all GOLD grades. Measuring DXrs averaged over multiple breaths might increase the robustness of

interpretation. In this setting, the previously applied threshold defining EFL only applies if all breaths are flow

limited. The present study suggests that abnormal averaged multiple-breath DXrs measurements should be

regarded as pathological at values below the previously proposed detection level for EFL for individual breaths.
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